
Blazing 7’s Progressive (Blackjack) 
The Blazing 7’s Progressive is an optional $5 side bet for 
blackjack. Players must make a standard blackjack bet in order 
to make a Blazing 7’s progressive bet. This bet considers both 
the player’s initial two cards and the dealer’s up card. If the 
player does not have at least one 7 in the player’s initial two 
cards, the progressive bet will lose. If the player’s initial two 
cards contain at least one 7, the player’s Blazing 7’s Progressive 
side wager is paid according to the following payable:

Fortune Pai Gow Progressive 
The Fortune Pai Gow Progressive is an optional $1 side bet 
for Pai Gow Poker. Players must make a standard Pai Gow bet 
in order to make a Fortune Pai Gow Progressive bet. The bet 
considers the best hand possible among all the player’s cards.  
If the player has a hand that contains a qualifying winning 
Fortune Pai Gow Progressive wager, the wager will be paid 
according to the following payable:

GAMBLING PROBLEM? CALL 1-800-589-9966 
Must be 21 or older to gamble. ©2016, Jack Entertainment LLC. 

TABLE GAME PROGRESSIVES 

JACK Cleveland is excited to offer Table Games Progressive 
Wagers. These progressives can be found at our Blackjack, 
Pai Gow, Three Card Poker, Four Card Poker, Ultimate Texas 
Hold’em, Let It Ride and Mississippi Stud tables. See below for 
additional information regarding these progressives:  

Hand Payouts

Three 7's – Same Suit 100%

10%

$1,000.00

$125.00
$10.00

Three 7's – Same Color 

Three 7's 
First 2 Cards (Player’s) – Two 7's

First 2 Cards (Player’s) – One 7
*Original Wager is NOT Returned

Hand Payouts

7 Card Straight Flush 100%

10%

$500.00

$100.00
$75.00

$4.00

5 Aces 

Royal Flush
Straight Flush

Four of a Kind

Full House
*Original Wager is NOT Returned

*Note: The Two 7’s payout is based only upon the player’s first two cards.

*Note: The Joker is used to complete a Straight, Flush and  
Straight Flush; Otherwise the Joker substitutes for an Ace.



TABLE GAME PROGRESSIVES 

Three Card Poker Progressive 
The Three Card Poker Progressive is an optional $1 side bet for 
Three Card Poker. Players must make a standard Three Card 
Poker bet (Ante) in order to make a Three Card Poker Progressive 
bet. The bet considers the best hand possible among the player’s 
3 cards. A winning Three Card Poker Progressive wager will be 
paid according to the following payable:

Multi-Link Progressives 
The Multi-Link Progressive is run on 4 separate games to 
include: Four Card Poker, Ultimate Texas Hold’em, Let It Ride and 
Mississippi Stud. The Multi-Link Progressive is an optional $1 side 
bet. Players must make a standard game bet in order  
to make a Multi-Link progressive wager. 
      •   Four Card Poker: In order to qualify for one of the 

progressive payouts, players will need to use all five  
ofthe cards they were initially dealt for determining a  
winning payout.

      •   Ultimate Texas Hold’em: In order to qualify for one of the 
progressive payouts, players will need to use the player’s 
two hold cards plus the first three community cards (also 
known as the flop) for determining a winning payout.

      •   Let It Ride & Mississippi Stud: In order to qualify for one of 
the progressive payouts, players will need to use the cards 
they are initially dealt along with the community cards to 
form a five card hand for determining a winning payout.

A winning Multi-Link Progressive wager will be paid according  
to the following paytable:

Hand

Hand

Envy

Envy

Payable 1

Pays

AKQ Spades

Royal Flush

$100

$1,000

100%

100%

$500

10%

$70

$300

$60

$50

$6

$40

$30
$9

$25

$300

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

AKQ Hearts/Diamonds/Clubs

Straight Flush

Straight Flush

Four of a Kind

Three of a Kind

Full House

Straight

Flush

Straight

Three of a Kind

*Original Wager is NOT Returned

*Original Wager is NOT Returned

*Note: Folded hands do NOT qualify for payouts on the progressive wager.


